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Is (axiomatic) math racist?

C.   K. Raju  

It is a false Crusading/racist/colonial myth that axiomatic reasoning originated with White/Western Greeks such as 
Pythagoras,1 or “Euclid”. The “Euclid” book does not have a single axiomatic proof,2  and this fact was publicly 
admitted by Bertrand Russell3 and David Hilbert,4 over a century ago. Paradoxically, the superstition that axiomatic 
proofs are “superior” expanded, after that myth was busted, and the axiomatic method was then extended to much math!

The novel feature of axiomatic reasoning is not the use of reason (which is ancient5) but the exclusion of the empirical. 
During the Crusades against Muslims,6  the church7 had a political requirement for a theology of reason (to contest the 
Islamic theology of reason: aql-i-kalam). Though the church wanted “reason”, it could not also accept the use of facts or 
the empirical, often contrary to church dogmas (reason+facts=science). This church method of reasoning from 
assumptions (axioms) instead of empirical facts was, as usual, glorified as “superior”. It was globalised as part of the 
math teaching brought by colonial education, which was 100% church education, when it began. It is the global norm in 
math today.

So, the church intruded heavily into math, but how does that relate to racism? A broader understanding of racism8 
relates the belief in White superiority to the church assertion of Christian superiority which preceded it, and the 
assertion of Western (civilizational) superiority which followed it (during colonialism). All three assertions of 
superiority relate to the same group of human beings; they are interlinked and reinforce each other today.  To eliminate 
racism they must be simultaneously contested. 

Axiomatic/Western math was globalised, since asserted to be “superior”, but exactly how is it “superior”? Axiomatic 
math, since it prohibits the empirical,  at best adds metaphysics to pre-existing normal math, even in the case of (the 
Indian) calculus as misunderstood in Europe.9 This metaphysics is of no “superior” practical, epistemic, or aesthetic 
value. But that metaphysics (fantasies/axioms about infinity/eternity) has enormous political value: since truth in 
metaphysics can only be decided by authority, it allowed Whites/West to rule over the content of math, decide its 
axioms and also to decide its validly proved theorems. Axiomatisation also makes math extraordinarily difficult10 (even 
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sutra states the four means of proof: empirically manifest, inference, analogy, and testimony. Even the rejection of 
deductive reasoning as inferior by the Indian Lokayata or “people’s philosophers is pre-Buddhist. Buddhists 
rejected analogy and testimony, but accepted inference.
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1+1=2, my JNU/Cape Town challenge11). Most people are hence frightened of math today, and unable to challenge 
mathematical authority or apply common sense to issues concerning math, allowing Whites/West to rule unimpeded 
over math, regarded as essential for science and technology. 

Any change in math teaching hence requires the prior permission of the Western rulers, or of Western approved 
“experts”.  The decolonial critique of axiomatic math12 did not seek such prior permission, and has been attacked, but 
solely by abusing the critic,13 or brazenly lying about the critic and misrepresenting the critique (e.g. Witzel from 
Harvard14) or censoring it,15 and persistently avoiding open public discussion. The persistence of such attacks for two 
decades indicates that there are no valid counter-arguments to the decolonial critique of math. 

But some people have a legitimate doubt: math works, they say, so it cannot be solely about authority, like the 
metaphysics of theology. True.  But exactly which aspect of math works? Not the metaphysics added by axiomatic 
math. But most people don’t know. What actually works in math, from the grocery shop to calculation of rocket 
trajectories,16 or machine learning is normal math. But people confound one type of math with another, and credit 
invariably goes to axiomatic math declared “superior”. That is, the relation between normal and formal math is that of 
slave (who does all the work) and master who (does nothing but) gets all the credit. Basically, the attempt of 
decolonisation is to eliminate the junk metaphysics of axiomatic math which adds enormous complexity but nil value 
(practical, epistemic, aesthetic), and restore useful normal math. 

Since the West and its approved “experts” rule, and avoid public debate, the current attempt is force a public debate, on 
the value of axiomatic math, on “experts” who advocate and teach axiomatic math, but are not publicly accountable. (In 
8 years only one minuted coffee table discussion took place!17) Reverting to normal math entails no loss for 
technological applications of math. Eliminating the metaphysics makes math very easy and enables students to solve 
harder practical problems as has, of course, been pedagogically demonstrated.18

However, Western control over (axiomatic) mathematics can be and has been misused in several application areas of 
mathematics such as to (metaphysical aspects of) science (such as creationism of Stephen Hawking,19 Penrose’s 
singularity theory20 which was awarded a Nobel last year) or economics (Arrow’s impossibility theorem, also awarded a 
Nobel). Eliminating these metaphysical aspects of science would only improve science.
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